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Commentary At-a-Glance 
 

 The US markets continued to trade in a wild fashion, last week moving significantly lower. 

 Concerns over continued economic growth in China dominated headlines. 

 Continued speculation about when Chair Yellen will raise rates moved the fixed income market. 

 Earnings season for the second quarter of 2015 is off and running. 

 Initial jobless claims last week hit a more than 41 year low! 

 

 

Market Wrap-Up 
 

The rollercoaster ride in the global financial markets continued last week with the bears taking control of the 

markets and pushing them lower, while the VIX moved off of the lowest point of 2015 as it looks to be attempting 

to retake the average level we have seen over the past year. The charts below are of the three major US indexes in 

green with their respective trading ranges drawn by the red lines. The VIX (lower right pane below) is drawn with 

the index in green and the one year average level of the VIX drawn in red: 
 

 
 

 



From a technical standpoint, all three of the major US indexes had a pretty rough week last week, but the 

level of technical difficulty did vary among the three indexes. From a technical standpoint, the NASDAQ 

(lower left pane above) remains the strongest, thanks in large part to better than expected earnings 

announcements from a few very over-weighted component companies that have driven the overall 

performance over the past few weeks. Despite the strong earnings performance of the NASDAQ the index 

still moved significantly lower last week, falling all of the way back into its most recent trading range. The 

S&P 500 (upper left pane above) comes in second place in terms of technical strength after last week’s 

decline. The S&P 500 started last week slightly above its most recent trading range, only to easily blow 

through that range in just a few trading days at the end of the week last week, ending the week just slightly 

below the lower bound of its trading range. The Dow (upper right pane above) was the worst performer last 

week in technical terms, after failing to make it above its most recent trading range and then meaningfully 

falling below the lower bound of its most recent trading range. The Dow is also now within striking range of 

falling below its most recent low point reached back in early July. If the Dow breaks down below this point it 

could be a sign that the index will move significantly lower over the coming days or weeks. One interesting 

aspect to the market movements last week was the lack of movement out of the VIX (the fear gauge for the 

overall markets). Yes, the VIX moved higher by nearly 15 percent, but this move is relatively small given the 

bleak technical picture and the size of the downward moves that occurred on the broad indexes. Typically, 

when the indexes break down in excess of two percent during a single week, the move in the VIX is much 

more violent as investors fear that more downside is coming and move toward safety, which is calculated in 

the VIX. Last week, however, this was not the case as the VIX, while it did move higher, failed to get back to 

the average level we have seen so far over the past year. This could mean one of two things: either that people 

are overreacting in pushing the indexes lower and the indexes will come snapping back or that the VIX is 

incorrect and investors are misjudging the risks that are out there in the markets, artificially keeping the VIX 

low. 

 

Going forward it looks like what is normally a lazy time during the trading 

season—summer in full swing—will end up being anything but lazy this year. The 

financial markets around the world are more active than usual with indexes such 

as the main Chinese index having some of the wildest trading they have seen in 

more than a decade and the US markets swinging in a fairly wide range. It looks 

like the calm and complacency that normally takes hold during the summer failed 

to materialize this year and we moved right into the large swings that are normally 

seen during the fall when traders return from summer vacations. I fully expect the 

wild trading to continue for the next few weeks, if not months, as everyone 

attempts to figure out when interest rates will start to increase in the US and what 

China is willing to do to prop up its financial markets and economy.  
 

 

International News 
 

International news last week was headlined by the uncertainty in China. The mainland Chinese stock market 

index has been on a very wild ride during the past month with the index topping out at a 150 percent gain in 

less than a year, only to fall by more than 30 percent in just a matter of a few trading days. The chart below 

from Bloomberg shows the Shanghai Stock Exchange Composite index over the past year: 
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As you can clearly see, the run up had been tremendous, but not as tremendous as the unwinding that took 

place over less than a month. The turmoil is far from over; just today the index declined by 8.48 percent, the 

largest single day decline since 2007. The reasons for the decline are two-fold: a 

general slowing down of the economy in China and fears about when the 

government in China will stop pumping money into the financial system and 

markets to prop them up. The actions taken by the People’s Bank of China 

(PBOC) over the past month have been extraordinary and unprecedented in 

China. Now the government is left trying to figure out how it can extract itself 

from the financial markets after it did a lot of buying to prop the markets and 

economy up. The problem is that if China were truly the only buyer for some of 

the assets that were purchased, it could be stuck with them for an extended 

period of time. The unwinding of what China did in a split second will take a 

long period of time and could lead to heightened volatility in its markets, much 

as we saw today.  

 

Add in the uncertainty about the Chinese economy, which last week produced a poor Purchasing Managers 

Index (PMI) reading of 48.2 (July), down from 49.4 in June, and it is easy to see that China may be headed 

for some trouble in the economy and financial markets. When the PMI index falls below 50 it means that 

manufacturing activity slowed down (contracted) during the month. If manufacturing is contracting 

somewhere like China, it is a major problem because it has effects around the world as China is a very large 

consumer of raw materials so it can make items that are then exported around the world. Australia in 

particular is an economy that is heavily dependent on China buying what it is pulling out of the ground with 

its massive mining industry. In recent years China has been attempting to move its overall economy from an 

export driven economy to an internal consumption economy. But that push will likely be on hold until China 

is on more sound financial footing, both in its financial markets and its economy. With China being the 

second largest economy in the world, whenever there are concerns about its growth rate falling (it is currently 

expected to be over 7 percent during 2015) or its economy hitting a soft patch, the rest of the world takes 

notice and typically sees heightened volatility in the global financial markets. While the US financial markets 

in particular is pretty well insulated from what happens with the Chinese economy, there is some concern that 

if China gets sick the rest of the world will pick up a cold, and right now the global economy is growing so 

slowly that picking up even a cold could be dangerous. 
 

 

National News 
 

National news last week focused on two main topics, the first being earnings season as we are now more than 

37 percent of the way through earnings announcements for S&P 500 component companies. The second topic 

of the national news media last week was the upcoming 2016 Presidential election and the mind-blowing 

numbers Donald Trump has been putting up in some of the recent polls. 

 

 
 The reasons for the decline [on 
the Shanghai Stock Exchange 
Composite index] are two-fold: 
a general slowing down of the 
economy in China and fears 

about when the government in 
China will stop pumping money 

into the financial system… 



 
Q2 2015 EARNINGS RELEASES 
 

Last week many well known companies released their second quarter 2015 earnings results and there were 

more positive releases than negative, as can be seen in the table below as there is much more green than red. 

Biotechnology, financial and consumer product based companies seemed to produce the best results last 

week. Below is a table of the better known companies that released earnings last week with earnings that 

missed expectations highlighted in red, while earnings that beat expectations by more than 10 percent are 

highlighted in green: 

 

3M 2% Eli Lilly 22% SanDisk 175% 

Abbott Laboratories 4% Freeport-McMoRan 27% Six Flags Entertainment 8% 

Amazon.com 227% General Motors 19% Southwest Airlines 0% 

American Airlines 1% GoPro 79% Starbucks 2% 

American Express 7% Halliburton 52% Stryker 3% 

AmerisourceBergen 4% Hanesbrands pushed Texas Instruments 0% 

Apple 3% Harley-Davidson 4% Travelers Companies 19% 

AT&T 10% IBM 1% Under Armour 40% 

AutoNation -1% Janus Capital -4% Union Pacific 3% 

Baker Hughes 0% Kimberly-Clark 4% United Continental 1% 

Bank of New York 17% Lexmark 14% United Rentals 7% 

Boeing 16% Lockheed Martin 10% United Technologies 6% 

Bristol-Myers Squibb 51% Marriott Worldwide 1% Verizon Communications 3% 

Cabela's -7% McDonald's 2% VF Corp 11% 

Caterpillar 2% Microsoft 11% Visa 25% 

Chipotle Mexican Grill 1% Morgan Stanley 8% Waste Management 6% 

Coca-Cola 5% Newmont Mining 4% Whirlpool 1% 

Dow Chemical 12% Raytheon 1% Wolverine World Wide 29% 

Dr Pepper Snapple 3% RLI 38% Xerox -4% 

Dunkin' Brands 4% Ruby Tuesday 9% Yahoo! -40% 

 

Amazon turned in a stellar quarter and not from the likely business arms. Cloud computing and storage were 

the strong business segments last quarter for the company, driving a large part of the out performance. The 

online retail business performed well and remains the life blood of the company. Lockheed Martin turned in a 

solid quarter and capped off earnings week last week with the announcement that it will be purchasing 

Sikorsky Helicopter for about $9 billion, adding yet another business segment to the already very large 

defense contractor. One thing to remember about the above table is that the figures quoted are the amount by 

which companies either beat or fell short of expectations on an earnings per share basis, not a revenues basis. 

So while a company may beat expectations, it could still have had a rough quarter with falling sales.   

 

According to Factset Research, we have seen 187 (37 percent) of the S&P 500 companies release their results 

for the second quarter of 2015. Of the 187 that have released, 76 percent have met or beaten earnings 

estimates, while 24 percent have fallen short of expectations. This percentage of companies beating 

expectations moved higher by 2 percent over the course of the past week. When looking at the revenues of the 

companies that have reported, 54 percent of the companies have beaten estimates, while 46 percent have 

fallen short. This figure slipped by 2 percent over the course of the previous week and is more of a true signal 

as to how the quarter turned out for corporate America as it is much harder to use financial wizardry on the 

top line revenue numbers than it is on the bottom line earnings per share figure. In looking at the companies 

that have given forward guidance for the third quarter of 2015, 20 companies according to Factset have issued 

negative guidance, while 7 companies have issued positive forward guidance. While we are still a long way 



from the end of earnings season, it is so far turning out to be slightly better than predicted, but we still have a 

few key sectors that largely need to report.  

 

Below is a table of the better known companies that will release their earnings this week, with the releases 

that have the most potential to impact the markets highlighted in green: 

 

Aflac Equity Residential Owens & Minor 

Ally Financial Ethan Allen Interiors Panera Bread 

Altria Group Exxon Mobil Pfizer 

Amgen Facebook Phillips 66 

AIM Ford Motor Pitney Bowes 

Aptargroup General Dynamics Procter & Gamble 

Arrow Electronics Gilead Sciences Public Storage 

Arthur J. Gallagher Goodyear Tire & Rubber Standard Pacific 

Atmel Hanesbrands Starwood Hotels & Resorts 

ADP International Paper Time Warner Cable 

Booz Allen Hamilton Iron Mountain T-Mobile 

BorgWarner J & J Snack Foods Twitter 

Callaway Golf JetBlue Airways United Parcel Service 

Chevron Level 3 Communications United States Steel 

Colgate-Palmolive LinkedIn Valero Energy 

Columbia Sportswear Manitowoc WebMD Health 

ConocoPhillips Marriott International Western Union 

Crocs MasterCard Whole Foods Market 

D.R. Horton Metlife Wynn Resorts Ltd 

Electronic Arts Northrop Grumman Xcel Energy 

 

Big energy will be a focus of earnings this week as a number of well-known energy companies release their 

latest results. On the whole their results are expected to be very poor, as the price of oil staying down for such 

an extended period of time will really start to show up in their numbers. With more than 1,600 companies 

releasing their earnings this week, this will be the week that either pushes earnings season higher or turns 

things around and moves it lower, and energy will likely be the biggest culprit behind the move. Three 

interesting technology companies are also releasing their results, which will be closely followed this week, 

those being Facebook, Twitter and LinkedIn. Those three companies are very important to the technology 

sector overall and the NASDAQ will likely trade on their quote on the days they release their results. UPS is a 

final bellwether that will be closely watched this week by Wall Street as the company touches so many 

businesses through its shipping that it gets a very good feel for the overall health of small American 

businesses, which are vitally important to the economy.  

 

In addition to the earnings season making headlines last week the Republican Party also made numerous 

headlines last week as Donald Trump is now the front runner in several key polls taken over the course of the 

past few weeks. The businessman-turned-politician has been stirring up trouble now for several weeks, 

including antics like giving out Lindsey Graham’s personal cell phone number at a campaign stop and 

continually saying things other politicians would never imagine uttering in public. While Trump’s true 

intentions are still unclear, one thing is clear and that is the people being polled in American about him like 

him more than almost any other Republican candidate, which says a lot since there are now officially 16 

Republican candidates. For the financial markets, it seems it is still far too early for them to be paying much 

attention to the political races, but they did take notice last week at a comment that Hillary Clinton made at a 

campaign stop when she said she would like to double the short term capital gains, both in terms of the time an 

investment needs to be held and in the rate it is taxed for upper income earners. We should know more about 

the Republican side after next week’s Republican Presidential debate in Cleveland on Thursday, August 6
th
. 



Market Statistics 
 

EQUITIES 
 
Keeping with the roller coaster theme the US financial markets seem to have been on for the past few months, 

last week was a down week following the strong upward moves that occurred two weeks ago:  

 

 

INDEX CHANGE VOLUME 

S&P 500 -2.21% Above Average 

NASDAQ -2.33% Above Average 

Dow -2.86% Above Average 

 

 

As mentioned above, the primary driving factors to last week’s moves in the US financial markets were 

uncertainty about the Chinese economy and corporate earnings season. The drastic moves we have been 

seeing over the past few weeks in the broad markets look set to continue in the near term as there are as few 

reasons for them to stop as there are for them to continue. 

 

When looking at sectors, the following were the top 5 and bottom 5 performers over the course of the previous 

week: 

 
 

TOP 5 SECTORS CHANGE  BOTTOM 5 SECTORS CHANGE 

Medical Devices  0.92%  Oil & Gas Exploration  -5.91% 

Residential Real Estate 0.53%  Basic Materials  -5.66% 

Regional Banks  -0.46%  Biotechnology -5.03% 

Software -0.55%  Aerospace & Defense -4.50% 

Financials -0.76%  Energy -4.32% 

Last week there were only two sectors of the market that saw positive performance, with the positive 

performance in the two sectors largely being driven by earnings announcements. Regional banking and 

Financials also made it into two of the top five spots last week, also on relatively strong corporate earnings. 

On the flip side, Oil and Gas once again held the top dog spot as the sector declined by almost six percent 

over the course of the week. Much of the decline in the sector piggybacked the decline seen in the price of oil, 

which also fell in excess of five percent last week. Materials also had a difficult week as uncertainty over the 

future demand out of China led investors to sell commodities out of fear that the Chinese economy may be 

slowing down more than first thought.  

FIXED INCOME  

The US fixed income market moved mostly higher last week, especially on the long end of the curve as investors 

become a little less certain about the timing of future movements of the Fed funds rate: 

FIXED INCOME CHANGE 

Long (20+ years) 2.25% 

Middle (7-10 years) 0.70% 

Short (less than 1 year) -0.01% 

TIPS 0.07% 

  



The US dollar moved a little lower last week, giving up 0.66 percent against a basket of international 

currencies as investors seemed to be favoring currencies, such as the Euro on hopes that the situation in 

Greece will resolve itself amicably. The Euro was the strongest performing currency last week after gaining 

1.20 percent. The weakest performing currency of the major global currencies was the Australian dollar as it 

gave up 1.23 percent against the value of the US dollar. The decline in the Australian dollar correlated very 

highly with the decline in commodities as much of the Australian economy is dependent on mining and 

materials with much of what is mined being sent to China.  

COMMODITIES 

Last week commodities all moved lower for the third week in a row.  

METALS CHANGE 

Gold -3.04% 

Silver -1.48% 

Copper -4.84% 

 

COMMODITIES CHANGE 

Oil -5.65% 

Livestock -2.09% 

Grains -6.56% 

Agriculture -4.66% 

The overall Goldman Sachs Commodity Index gave up 4.42 percent last week as oil declined 5.65. Last week 

I mentioned oil being range bound with the lower end of the range being about $47, while the upper end of 

the trading range is around $61. With the decline seen last week in the price of oil, it is now down almost 

directly sitting on the lower end of the trading range. If the range holds up, it means we could see a little bit of 

a rebound in the price of oil over the coming weeks.  

The major metals all moved lower last week with Gold giving up 3.04 percent (crossing below $1,100 per 

ounce), while Silver decreased 1.48 percent and Copper dropped 4.84 percent. Soft commodities also moved 

lower last week with Livestock falling 2.09 percent, while Grains declined 6.56 percent and Agriculture 

moved lower by 4.66 percent. The two week combined decline in the price of grains is now larger than 10 

percent as the US harvest continues to be questioned due to some wild weather. 
 

INTERNATIONAL PERFORMANCE 
 

The best performing index last week was found in China with the Shanghai base Se Composite Index turning 

in a gain of 2.90 percent. After looking at how the mainland China indexes performed on Monday (today) it 

seems China will not be at the top of the list next week as the mainland China index declined in excess of 8 

percent during Monday’s trading. The worst performing index of the global financial indexes last week was 

found in Canada with the Toronto Stock exchange falling 3.10 percent, much like the Australian Dollar the 

index fell because of the continued slide in global commodity prices.  
 

VOLATILITY 

Much like the equity market performance last week, the VIX saw a significant reversal in direction last week 

as it gained nearly 15 percent. This upward move came after the VIX hit the lower point we have seen so far 

during 2015 less than two weeks ago. At the current level of 13.74, the VIX is implying a move of 3.96 

percent over the course of the next 30 days. As always, the direction of the move is unknown. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



PERFORMANCE 
 

For the trading week ending on 7/24/2015, returns in my hypothetical models* (net of a 1% annual 

management fee) were as follows: 

 

 LAST WEEK SINCE 6/30/2015 

Aggressive Model -1.29 % 1.49 % 

    Aggressive Benchmark -1.91 % -0.03 % 

Growth Model -0.81 % 1.16 % 

    Growth Benchmark -1.48  % -0.02  % 

Moderate Model -0.31 % 0.86 % 

    Moderate Benchmark -1.07 % -0.01 % 

Income Model 0.00 % 0.77 % 

    Income Benchmark -0.53 % 0.00 % 

 

*Model performance does not represent any specific account performance but rather a model of holdings based on risk levels that are like 

my actual holdings, the hypothetical models are rebalanced daily to model targets. 

 
I made no changes to my models over the course of the previous week. I remain in a cash heavy and partially hedged 

position across all of my models, expecting the market volatility to continue. I continue to look for opportunities in 

the investment universe, with the currently most attractive area of the market for finding value being oil and gas, but 

as you have seen over the past few weeks that area of the market is currently so volatile that it is not worth taking a 

first step. Overall, the baskets of stocks I own have been performing as expected given the market volatility with the 

overall volatility that I have seen in the baskets being less than the S&P 500, as measured by both maximum 

drawdown and standard deviation, while the returns have easily beaten the S&P 500.  

 

 

Economic News 
 

WEEK IN REVIEW 
 

Last week was one of the slowest weeks we have seen in a while for economic news releases as there were 

only four releases. There were no economic news releases which significantly beat or missed market 

expectations: 

 
ECONOMIC 

IMPACT DATE ECONOMIC NEWS RELEASE DATE RANGE ACTUAL EXPECTATION 

Neutral 7/22/2015 Existing Home Sales June 2015 5.49M 5.40M 

Slightly Positive 7/23/2015 Initial Claims Previous Week 255K 278K 

Neutral 7/23/2015 Continuing Claims Previous Week 2207K 2218K 

Slightly 
Negative 

7/24/2015 New Home Sales June 2015 482K 550K 

Data for table from Econoday.com, Bloomberg and Yahoo Finance 

 

Last week’s economic news releases started out on Wednesday with the release 

of the existing home sales figure for the month of June, which came in very 

close to market expectations, signaling that the US housing market is on pretty 

solid footing. On Thursday the standard weekly unemployment related figures 

for the previous week were released with both figures coming in better than 

expected. Initial jobless claims were so low that the reading of 255,000 was the 

lowest level the US has seen on the release since November of 1973. Wrapping 

 
Initial jobless claims were…the 
lowest level the US has seen on 
the release since November of 

1973. 



up the week last week on Friday was the release of the New Home sales figure for the month of June, which came in 

at 482,000 homes sold. This figure was slightly below market expectations, but that did not stop the US home builders 

from having a strong week of performance for their stocks.  
 

UPCOMING RELEASES 
 

This week is more of a normal week for economic news releases in terms of the number of releases and there 

are a few that could impact the overall market movements. The releases highlighted in green below have the 

ability to impact the overall markets on the day they are released. 
 

DATE RELEASE RELEASE RANGE 

MARKET 

EXPECTATION 

7/27/2015 Durable Orders June 2015 3.00% 

7/27/2015 Durable Goods -ex transportation June 2015 0.50% 

7/28/2015 Case-Shiller 20-city Index May 2015 5.60% 

7/28/2015 Consumer Confidence July 2015 100 

7/29/2015 Pending Home Sales June 2015 1.00% 

7/29/2015 FOMC Rate Decision July 2015 0.25% 

7/30/2015 Initial Claims Previous Week 271K 

7/30/2015 Continuing Claims Previous Week 2200K 

7/30/2015 GDP-Adv. Q2 2015 2.60% 

7/31/2015 Chicago PMI July 2015 50.5 

7/31/2015 
University of Michigan Consumer 

Sentiment 
July 2015 94 

Data for table from Econoday.com, Bloomberg and Yahoo Finance 

 

This week starts on Monday with the release of the June durable goods orders figures (both including and 

excluding transportation), which are expected to show gains during the month. The less volatile of the orders 

number is the number that excludes transportation and it is expected to show a gain of 0.5 percent during the 

month. The market will likely react negatively if either of these figures comes in below zero as big ticket 

items are a large part of the overall US economy. On Tuesday the Case-Shiller 20 City Home Price index for 

the month of May is set to be released with expectations of a year-over-year gain of 5.6 percent. However, the 

markets will likely not react to this release no matter what is released since the data is very stale. Later during 

the day on Tuesday the Consumer Confidence index for the month of July is set to be released with 

expectations of a reading of 100.0 going to print. This would be a slight decline from the 101.4 that printed 

for June, but would still represent high confidence on the 

part of the US consumer. On Wednesday the main release 

will be the FOMC interest rate decision. While it is highly 

unlikely that the Fed will raise interest rates at this 

meeting, it is technically possible. The latest Fed watch 

figures about when the Fed will raise rates are to the right. 

While the market is expecting a zero percent chance of a 

rate hike, stranger things have happened in the past with 

the Fed, so it is anyone’s guess. On Thursday the standard weekly unemployment related figures for the 

previous week are set to be released with expectations that initial jobless claims will move off of their lowest 

level in more than 40 years and move up by about 20,000. Continuing jobless claims, however, are expected 

to continue to decline. The unemployment figures are likely to be overshadowed on Thursday by the 

government’s release of its first estimate of GDP for the second quarter of 2015. While expectations are for a 

reading of 2.6 percent, anything from -1 to 4 percent is possible. After such a dismal first quarter GDP figure 

anything above zero will be a welcome relief for the markets. On Friday the Chicago Area PMI is set to be 

released with expectations of a reading dangerously close to 50 at 50.5. A reading under 50 would signal a 

manufacturing contraction, while a reading over 50 signals an expansion. The markets will likely largely 

ignore this release as the overall US PMI is more important than any single region as we have seen in the past. 

Wrapping up the week on Friday is the release of the University of Michigan’s Consumer Sentiment Index for 



the month of July (final estimate), but expectations are for little change from the middle of the month estimate 

so it is unlikely that this release will have any impact at all on the markets. 
 

  

Fun Fact of the Week – China’s Urban Billion 

 

 

Have a great week! 

Peter Johnson 

 

A referral from a client is a tremendous compliment and a huge responsibility that can never be taken lightly. 

 

 

If you would like to unsubscribe to this weekly commentary just let me know. 
 

 

By 2030 China's cities will have added 350 million people—more than the entire population 
of the United States today. 
 
Source: Mckinsey, "Preparing for China's urban billion" 

 
 


